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For Isabel encore! For Celine and Francesca: May their generation,
and that which is soon to be born, surmount the dangerous legacy left
before them!

Preface

Chapters 1 through 6 develop theoretical basis for understanding Cold
War and post-Cold War dynamics from an “alternative realist” and “critical comparative historical” perspective. These chapters set forth the basic
themes of the book: the inadequacy of concepts of polarity and indivisible sovereignty to explicate actual interstate behavior; the traditional realist and neorealist misinterpretations of concepts derived from the 1648
Treaty of Westphalia and 1713 Treaty of Utrecht (indivisible sovereignty,
religious tolerance, national self-determination, and balance of power);
the significant role that intergovernmental, non-state, and alt-state actors
play in state decision-making processes; the critical need for engaged
diplomacy to work to prevent, transform, resolve, or at least attempt
to manage violent revolutions and wars so that they do not become
even more destructive. The book argues that engaged alternative realist diplomacy needs to seek out a range of practical alternatives to perpetual conflict, including power-sharing, multilateral security guarantees,
international peacekeeping, joint sovereignty, and confederation, among
other options.
Chapters 7 and 8 more closely examine the causes and consequences
of the transition from the bicentric Cold War system to a highly uneven
post-Cold War global system from a more empirical perspective, with a
methodological focus on NATO enlargement and global alliance formation during the transition period from Mikhail Gorbachev in the former
Soviet Union to Boris Yeltsin in the new Russian Federation. These two
chapters examine: the gradual breakdown of the collaborative aspects of
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the US–Soviet “double-containment” during the Cold War and the subsequent post-Cold War development of a polycentric global system consisting of actors with highly uneven power capabilities and influence; the
new post-Cold War games of “encirclement” and “counter-encirclement”
involving the rise of a new “polarizing” or “counter-positioning” system
of alliances, which pits the USA and its allies against a new Russia–China
“axis” and its allies. Most importantly, Chapter 8 examines the failure to
seize the opportunity, in the sense of Machiavelli, to reach a new entente
or alliance with Moscow. Instead, the USA would opt to seize the “unipolar moment”—in a risky effort to sustain global hegemony.
After having developed a critical comparative historical approach in
Chapters 2 and 6 in particular, Chapter 9 compares and contrasts the
geostrategic constellation of the alliance systems and global political-economic crises before both World War I and World War II with
the nature of the geostrategic constellation of the alliance systems and
global political-economic crises today. It argues why even early stages
of the Cold War are not entirely relevant to today’s circumstances even
if there are some similarities. The final Chapter 10 looks back into history since the Franco-Prussian War to see if there are any previous strategies that might be relevant in the effort to prevent the post-Cold War
global system from once again degenerating into major power conflict—
after “containment” had failed to prevent war with Imperial Germany,
Austria-Hungary, and the Ottoman Empire before World War I and
“appeasement” (meaning capitulation) had failed to prevent war with
Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and Imperial Japan before World War II.
While the predominant literature on the subject has argued against
the possibility, major power wars have been recurrent throughout history, and the forces, such as alliance formations, arms races, and financial crises, that have generally preceded those titanic conflicts, appear to
possess enough significant parallels that the similarities can override the
differences between eras and their particular systemic and structural contexts. While it appears nearly impossible to prevent all forms of socio-political conflict both within and between states, it appears absolutely
crucial to find new ways and creative policy approaches to prevent future
major power wars from ever occurring again.
Paris, France
October 2018
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